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Climate Change

 Global mean temperatures are rising

 16 of last 17 years are warmest since records began in 1880, with new records 

three years in a row

 Consquences: Rising sea levels, retreating glaciers, ocean acidification

 Economically damaging weather events are becoming more frequent

 Flooding, droughts, and storms

 Estimates of $12 trillion required to achieve 2015 Paris target 

 Temperature rise of <2 degrees C to prevent catastrophe

 Need $ for both mitigation and adaptation: New technology by private sector; new 

infrastructure by governments; worldwide



Financing the Response

 How can capital markets play a role? Green securities

 “Green Bonds”: Bonds whose proceeds exclusively support a specific 

environmental purpose

 Growing market, with indexes, ETFs, etc.

 First green bond issued by European Investment Bank in 2007

 Issuers: Supranationals, corporations, sovereigns, U.S. municipalities, universities

 May be an easier place to see the impact of investor tastes on expected returns

 Bond market version of sin stocks, ESG/SRI investing literature



Some History

 2007: First labeled “green bond” issued by the European Investment Bank and World Bank

 2010: U.S. QECB and “New” CREB municipal bond schemes introduced (dry up in 2014)

 2013: First $1bn green bond issued by the IFC

 6/2013: First labeled “green municipal bond” issued by Massachusetts

 11/2013: First labeled “green US corporate bonds” including Bank of America

 Early 2014: Establishment of Green Bond Principles by I-bankers

 Definition: Use of proceeds needs to be described in legal docs; project evaluation process must be outlined; 
management of proceeds/transparently separated; annual reporting of uses 

 Categories: Climate change, natural resource depletion, biodiversity conservation, pollution control

 2014 Q3: State of California issues its first “green municipal bond”

 2015: Worldwide issuance of $37bn

 2016: Apple issues it first “green corporate bond” raising $1.5 billion (largest thus far)

 2016: Worldwide issuance of $87bn 

 2017: Worldwide issuance of $155bn, with 2017Q4 having most issuance on record
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Identifying green bonds

 “Green bond” label is becoming widely used, but not standardized

 Fuzzier than “S&P 500 stock” or “BBB+ rated bond” categories

 Less fuzzy than “growth stock” or “value stock” categories

 We use Bloomberg green bond flag

 “There are many shades of green … In addition, terminology often varies, with issuers using different 

titles to promote the environmental benefits of their bonds. While the use of proceeds often varies by 

bond as well, all issuers must commit to deploying 100% of bond proceeds for environmental 

sustainability-oriented activities in order for their bond to be identified as a labeled green bond.”

 The sample includes three somewhat distinct types of green municipal bonds

 CREB and QECB, self labeling, “certified” green



Issuance by year



Use of proceeds



Use of proceeds



Bond characteristics
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Pricing

 “Sin securities” versus Green

 Sin securities: Is cost of capital higher for unfavored securities?

 Green: Is cost of capital lower for environmentally friendly securities?

 Stocks versus Bonds

 Bonds: Easier to measure expected return at offering, control for risk

 But -- New market with a short history, with limited secondary returns data, and 

few or no defaults



Yield statistics

22 basis points

(v 12 per Rating Notch)



Yield regressions
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Ownership (HHI) regressions



Summary

 Overview of U.S. green bond market

 Small but rapidly growing

 Pricing

 Green bonds sell at a premium

 Ownership

 Green bonds are more closely held


